MINUTES
NORTHERN SAFETY LIAISON GROUP
Meeting Number 112
12th August, 2021
07:00 - 09:00
Site Safe, Members room, 92-94 Beachcroft Avenue, Onehunga
Chair

Maarten Tinsel

Minutes

Li Hua Zhang

Attendees and Apologies:
47 Attendees. See attendance register attached.

Thank you to the following companies for attending.
Fulton Hogan
HEB
Site Safe NZ
GIB
Ormiston Rise
Global Fire
HECO Group
Labour Exchange
Leighs Construction
Apologies
Nauhria
MAKO
Naylor Love

Worksafe NZ
Thermosash
Fulton Hogan-NCI
Electrix
RedBull Powder
Tara Iti
Shakthi Construction
Auckland Transport

Pipeline And Civil
Watts & Hughes
BOC
Watts & Hughes
Cassidy Construction
Dominion Constructors
Clearwater Construction
Legacy Construction

NZ Safety Blackwoods
Atlantic Engineering
Vertical Horizons
Alaska Construction
ClearVision
Les Mills Int
ASPEC
Anthony Harper Law

Accent Construction
Total Property Worx
Safe Support

TSL
ACC
Bettabuilt

Brosnan Construction
Culham Engineering
Turbo Staff
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Agenda:
1. Welcome:
Item

Action

a) Introduction and welcoming of attendees.

CJ

2. Previous Minutes:
Item

Action

Read and Accepted

LZ

3. Matters Arising from Previous Minutes:
Item

Action

All agreed.
4. Guest Speaker(s):

Olivia Welsh – Senior Associate – Anthony Harper Law
Jennifer Fraser – Auckland Transport
Cameron Nicholls – Business Development Manager—NZ Safety Blackwood Protector
Bruce Law – WorkSafe NZ Inspector
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Anthony Harper Law
Trends and observations about WorkSafe’s Approach to investigation and enforcement
Key cases coming through the NZ Court
Health and Safety issues in Australia that may be replicated in NZ
Speaker – Olivia Welsh, Senior Associate

•

WorkSafe investigations – A number of focus industries and incident types include:
◦ Priority Industries:
▪ Warehousing, transport, and logistics
▪ Manufacturing
▪ Construction
▪ Agriculture

•

Categories of incident or harm likely to attract attention:
◦ Mobile plant incidents
◦ Falls from heights
◦ Machine guarding

•

Multi-party investigations and prosecutions are now the norm. Inspectors are
increasingly wanting to understand how parties that are undertaking work at the same
work site are engaging with each other to manage health and safety.

•

Some issues arising include:
◦ How do you demonstrate appropriate engagement?
◦ How the established industry practice influences how engagement happens.

•

WorkSafe is currently showing increased interest in the actions of officers in
investigations.

•

Focus is on the directors that act as officers.

•

Officer prosecutions are focusing on SME businesses where the office concerned has a
very strong operational role.
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Prosecutions for health related harm or exposures
•

There have been quite a few cases that have come through to the courts due to a wide
range of exposures
◦ Asbestos
◦ Hazardous Chemicals
◦ Fumigants

•

Toxic dust – Precision Animal Supplements Limited
◦ The granulated dust from animal feed deadly to workers if inhaled.
◦ Workers were tested and a lot of them were found to have reduced lung capacity
due to breathing in toxic substance.

Prosecutions based on risk of harm rather than actual harm
•

Increasing recognition that physical harm not required to justify enforcement actions.
◦ Risk of falls from heights
◦ Risk of electrocution
◦ Risk of death by drowning
◦ Risk of exposure to asbestos.

•

There are legal uncertainties about whether or not an employer will allow mandatory
vaccinations within a company.

•

COVID related arguments have increased due to decreased pay during these periods.
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Auckland Transport
Vision Zero
Speaker – Jennifer Fraser – Safety Team
•

Vision Zero – What is it?
◦ An ethics based approach to transport safety. We believe that no death or serious
injury is acceptable in our transport network.
◦ Auckland has a Vision Zero plan to 2030.
◦ Vision Zero partners with NZ Police, ACC, ARPHS, Waka Kotahi and Ministry of
Transport. Together, they hope their vision of zero deaths and serious injuries will
happen in 2050.
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Vision Zero is based on 4 guiding principles that should underpin our program and raise

•

First principle: Ethics
◦ Vision Zero is an ethics based transport safety approach.
◦ We shouldn’t be okay with anyone dying or gaining serious injury from transport
network (roads and public transport)
◦ Conducted serious interventions without road network because that’s where most of
the serious injuries happen. Around 92% of deaths.

•

Second principle: Responsibility
◦ System designers are ultimately responsible for the safety of the system.
◦ Anyone who works in or influences the transport system are system designers.
◦ All of us are road users, we all need to respect and follow the rules.

•

Third principle: People Centered
◦ Vision Zero is a people centered approach. The system designers must accept this
fact and we should design the system to take it into account because we know that
people are not perfect and will make mistakes.
◦ Rail level crossing – many collisions points that could lead to harm. From 2014 –
2018, 22 people have been killed while using these types of crossings.

•

The Hierarchy of controls is used when designing systems to find suitable solutions that
will reduce harm. Engineering controls are commonly used, for example a gate that
closes when a train is approaching the rail level crossing.

•

Fourth principle: System response
◦ We need to look at the whole system, develop combinations of solutions and all work
together.
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NZ Safety Blackwood Protector
Respiratory Protective Equipment
Speaker – Cameron Nicholls

•

Respirators are used to protect the user from harmful contaminants.
◦ Each respirator has a different level of protection.

•

Fit Testing
•

There are two types of fit testing.

•

Qualitative
◦ this method relies on the users’ taste and smell to detect leakage.

•

Quantitative
◦ this method objectively measures the amount of leakage with specialised
equipment. It measures the particulates inside the respirator in comparison with
the particulates in the room where the fit testing is being done. As a result of
these two measurements, a ratio is determined. And if the result is over a certain
ratio, a good fit can be confirmed.
◦ NZ Safety Blackwoods uses the quantitative fit testing approach.

•

Why should I fit test?
◦ Fit testing is a requirement of the AS/NZS Standard 1715.
◦ Every precaution that is reasonable should be taken to protect the healthy, safety
and welfare of all workers.
◦ Fit testing should be carried you when the worker is first provided with a close
fitting respirator.

•

Potential reasons for a failed test
◦ Size – incorrectly sized respirator.
◦ Age – respirators deteriorate over time and require periodic replacement.
◦ Condition – poor storage and lack of maintenance will lead to premature ageing.
◦ Facial features of the wearer – bone structure or facial hair can cause leakage
around seal.
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•

•

•

One Size Does NZ
Not Fit
All
Safety
Blackwood Protector
◦ 5 years ago, 90%
of the respirators
soldEquipment
to the industry were off the shelf, sized
Respiratory
Protective
Medium. Now, onlySpeaker
48% of the
respirators
sold are Medium. Meaning Fit Testing
– Cameron
Nicholls
is being adopted in the industry.

•Respirators
Fit Testing
astoa protect
trainingthe
tooluser
which
teaches
workers
how to:
areacts
used
from
harmful
contaminants.
◦ how to wear respirator
◦ Each
respirator
has
a different
levelcorrectly
of protection.
◦ how
to put on
filers
/ cartridges
◦ how to store respirators
◦ how to clean respirators
Fit Testing
•
•

Life
Shaver
Campaign
There
are two
types of fit testing.
◦ WorkSafe has released a campaign that encourages workers to shave before
Qualitative
getting their respirator fitted to get a proper seal. No matter what respirator – if
are not clean
you are
at risk.
◦ you
this method
relies shaven
on the users’
taste
and smell to detect leakage.

•

Quantitative
◦ this method objectively measures the amount of leakage with specialised
equipment. It measures the particulates inside the respirator in comparison with
the particulates in the room where the fit testing is being done. As a result of
these two measurements, a ratio is determined. And if the result is over a certain
ratio, a good fit can be confirmed.
◦ NZ Safety Blackwoods uses the quantitative fit testing approach.

•

Why should I fit test?
◦ Fit testing is a requirement of the AS/NZS Standard 1715.
◦ Every precaution that is reasonable should be taken to protect the healthy, safety
and welfare of all workers.
◦ Fit testing should be carried you when the worker is first provided with a close
fitting respirator.

•

Potential reasons for a failed test
◦ Size – incorrectly sized respirator.
◦ Age – respirators deteriorate over time and require periodic replacement.
◦ Condition – poor storage and lack of maintenance will lead to premature ageing.
◦ Facial features of the wearer – bone structure or facial hair can cause leakage
around seal.
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WorkSafe NZ
Hazardous Substances
Speaker – Bruce Law

•
•
•

•
•
•

Make sure you have a hazardous substances inventory.
This will determine what additional controls you need to have implemented
Inventories aren’t easy to generate – WorkSafe have tools that help you create
an inventory that complies with regulations and help identify additional controls
you may need in the workplace.
Hazardous Substances Calculator.
Assists you to find out what controls you need to register hazardous substances.
Assists you to find out how to create a compliant inventory.
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5. General Business:
Item

Any topics that interest you or suggest for guest speaker – please get in contact with Ann Chia at
achia@sitesafe.org.nz
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